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AN ANALYSIS OF THE INFINITE PERIODIC LATTICE
APPROXIMATION USED IN UNIT CELL CALCULATIONS

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear reactor systems usually consist of an orderly

array of fuel, moderator and control rods. The array is

typically periodic; i.e., there exists an appropriate spa-

tial translation for points interior that will not alter

the immediate neighborhood in composition or arrangement.

The task of the in-core analyst is to mock up the system

with appropriate models and approximations.

One alternative is to use a multigroup transport code

with very fine spatial, angular and energy mesh. Because

an accurate representation would require many points in

hybrid space per pin, the total number of points necessary

for a core calculation would be on the order of billions.

For example; a large power reactor of 50,000 pins, treated

with a 2-D spatial mesh transverse to the axis, the mesh

having 100 points per pin, and with a 70 energy group, S8

angular mesh would total 2.8 x 109 hybrid points. This

would be too costly on existing computers.

A second alternative is to perform calculations on the

representative repetitive building blocks of the core. This

approach is the one which is conventionally used. The

building blocks of the core consist of pin cells and unit
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cells on the primary level, and of bundles and assemblies

on the secondary level.

Unit cell calculations are of considerable importance

in thermal reactor analysis. The results of such calcula-

tions are used as input data for further computations; i.e.,

bundle codes such as PDQ-7 (1). It is then imperative that

the unit cell calculations be done as accurately as pos-

sible.

The conventional unit cell calculations produce homo-

genized cross sections that will preserve the total reaction

rates of the cell and the net leakage from the cell. For

reaction type x (2, p, 167),

where,

E.
1-if

lx(;,E)0(1:,E)dVdE
E. cell
1 volume

/ix,homog Ei-i
f 0(;,E)dVdE

E. cell
1 volume

/i E homogenized macroscopic cross section ofx,homog

type x and group i,

0(;,E) = total neutron flux at position r and

energy E.

The Di homog may be calculated by a number of techniques

discussed later in Chapter 2. In order to perform such

homogenizations, the unit cell code must produce 0(r,E).

This is a difficult problem when treated rigorously. To
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simplify the computations a number of approximations are

usually made. A listing of the major approximations fol-

lows.

(1) Many reactors have their fuel elements arranged

in a periodic manner. If the number of elements is large

the interior cells seem to be in an infinite lattice. The

fine structure of the total flux may then be determined by

imposing zero current boundary conditions on an appropriate

neutronics model. This will be termed the infinite period-

ic lattice approximation.

(2) It is generally assumed that the cell is infi-

nitely long or equivalently separable in the axial direc-

tion. This reduces the complexity of the spatial calcula-

tion by decreasing the number of independent spatial coordi-

nates. This approximation is generally goodif the ratio

of the length to the diameter of the cell is large.

(3) The WIGNER-SEITZ (2, page 163) approximation

further reduces the dimensional treatment of the pin cell

calculations by replacing the actual 2-D boundary of (2) by

a cylindrical boundary such that the volumes (areas) of the

cylindrized regions remain unchanged.

It is the primary task of this paper to analyze the in-

finite periodic lattice approximation.

Real reactors are neither infinite nor periodic. The

periodicity of the elementary fuel cell is interrupted by

control rods, water holes and gaps, and a number of
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miscellaneous structural components. The infinite periodic

lattice is clearly separable into two independent approxima-

tions: (la) infinite lattice approximation, and (lb)

periodic lattice approximation.

The infinite lattice approximation may be applied to

both reflected and bare cores. The reflected case is more

complex and does not illuminate the nature of the infinite

lattice approximation. The cores which are considered are

bare and of one dimensional slab geometry. This eliminates

the necessity of making approximations (2) and (3) mentioned

earlier. The remaining problem (bare heterogeneous core of

slab geometry and periodic arrangement) is still one of

considerable complexity and still contains the features of

interest.

The treatment is both analytical and numerical. The

analytical treatment uses both diffusion and transport

theory. The numerical work was done by multigroup diffu-

sion and discrete ordinate codes. Listings and detailed

descriptions of the internal workings of these codes are

provided in the appendices. The output of these codes

(flux shapes, K
eff'

homogenized parameters and disadvantage

factors) provided the data for numerical comparisons.

A comparison between unit cell calculations with and

without the infinite periodic lattice approximations shows

very little difference.
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL THEORY

2.1

To be more explicit it is necessary at this point to

introduce the governing equations of the two neutronic

theories which will be used to describe the flux.

The governing equation of multigroup diffusion theory

for group number i is (3);

NG
d ALI

- D
i
(x) (x) + 11(x)(Pi(x) +

j=1
i÷j)l(Pi(x)

(2.1)
NG

j/ 1
/s

=

where

NG
i)(03(x) + x(i) 1 v/14 (

j=1

i,j E energy group indices

Di E diffusion coefficient for the ith energy

group

1 = macroscopic absorption cross section for the

ith group

i +j) macroscopic scattering cross section from

energy group i to energy group j at position

x

cOi(x) E scalar flux of group i at position x

x(i) E fraction of neutrons produced by fission into

the ith group

V E average number of neutrons emitted per fission
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= macroscopic fission cross section for the jth

group

NG E total number of energy groups

The governing equation of multigroup transport theory

with isotropic scattering for group number i (2, page 240)

is

-5-7c

3 i
(i) (x,11) + It(x)(f) (x,IJ)

(2.2)
NG +1

[Is (x04-i) 4. Xi)v/l(x)lf e(x,p)dp
j=1 -1

where

p E cosine of the acute angle suspended between

x-axis and the path of neutron

I
t

E macroscopic total cross section

2.2

The spatial behavior of the neutron flux for finite

periodic lattices is two-fold. First, there is a rapid

spatial variation of the flux within a given cell. Second,

there is a much slower variation of the average value of

the flux from cell to cell. This suggests the following

separation:

0(x,p,E) = OG(x,E)02,(x0.1,E) (2.3)

or in group structure for an arbitrary group number i;



ti(x,p) = (1)(x)tit-(x,p) (2.4)

tG(x,E) is the global flux representing the slow

global variation and tt(x,p,E) is the local flux represent-

ing the more rapid local variation.

A mathematical description (i.e., governing equations

and constraining auxiliary conditions within the context of

a physical model) of tG or tt does not exist. Rather each

is obtained to the desired degree of accuracy through suc-

cessive approximations and iterations. The procedure used

is presented schematically in the form of a block diagram

in Figure 2.1.

Before proceeding with a detailed discussion of this

process, a few points must be made clear.

The superscripts on tG and refer to the order of

the approximation. (A guess is a zero
th

order. An i th

order, approximation is the result of the ith calcula-

tion.)

The process is repetitive. Each dotted block in the

diagram is a unit of said repetition. Within each block

an approximation is made and a previous guess or calculated

value of t
k

(or t ) is used to calculate an improved esti-

mate of tG (or tt).
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2.3

The first of the successive approximations is the in-

finite lattice approximation. According to this approxima-

tion, any cell contained within a zone of a reactor con-

sisting of a single type of cell behaves as if it is in an

infinite lattice of said type cells.

There are three major implications. (1) since the

average value of the flux within any cell is the same, the

global flux is a constant

01(x) = A01-2,(x)

and (2.5)

(x,p) = AO (x,p)

It is therefore clear that 0"1)(x) satisfies the equation

set represented by equation (2.1) and also O1'(1)(x,p)

satisfies the equation set represented by equation (2.2);

(2) the boundary conditions are also implicit within the

physical model. In an infinite lattice the net neutron

current between cells is zero. This gives the diffusion

theory boundary conditions;

or

J(xk) J(xk +l)

(1)
dOiti ' (x)

dx xk

dolc(1)(x)

dx
= 0

xk+1

(2.6)

(2.7)
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Figure 2.3. Example of a Cell
The Kth cell in an array of _n identical cells within
a core.



where,

J(xk) E neutron current at position xk

and transport boundary conditions;

i,(1), i(1)
Ock,P) =

, (x _u)
k'

0 '

(1)
(x

k'
p) = 0 '

(1)
(x -p)

11

(2.8)

(2.9)

It is then possible to determine either by analytical or

numerical means

or

0 '

(1)
(x)

(1)0 i
' (x,p)

St,

(3) The local flux will be symmetric about the center of

the cell. Therefore,

, si,(1)
vt ock) wz (xk-4-1)

2.4

(2.10)

The next step is to form homogenized parameters of the

cell. The cells are homogenized such that total reaction

rates and average cell currents are conserved. For an

arbitrary reaction y the homogenized macroscopic cross

section is defined in the following manner.
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(Homogeneous y reaction (Heterogenous y reaction
rate of the cell) rate of the cell)

Ax
/ x

Y
y,homog0 (x)dx = f li( )(Di (x)dx (2.11)

Ax
cellcell

where Ax
cell is defined in Figure 2.3.

/iy,homog is a constant characteristic of the cell de-

fined by equation (2.11) as

J'Ax li(x)0i(x)dx

/1
cell

y,homog

'Ax

01(x)dx

cell

f /iy G(x)0 (x)0i(x)dx
Ax

cell

J
Oi(x)0i(x)dx

Ax
G k

cell

i(x, ) f
Y
(x)0

t
(x)dx

Ax
cell

0i(xt) f 0i(x)dx

J IiY (x)0i(x)dx

cell

0 (x)dx
Ax

2,

cell

(2.12a)

(2.12b)

(2.12c)

(2.12d)
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where x' is defined such that x
k

< x'< x
k+1

as illustrated

in Figure 2.3.

The approximation of treating 0
G

as a constant across

the cell employs the slow variation character of OG.

The homogenized diffusion coefficient is defined such

that the average neutron current within the cell is con-

served. Under the infinite lattice approximation the

intercell leakage is zero. In this case the homogenized

diffusion coefficient is defined such that an infinitesi-

mal intercell current would be given correctly.

The weighing of the diffusion coefficient may be done

in several ways. One method derivable from diffusion

theory, is:

D
Ax

cell
H

fAx 4(x)dx

cell

D ( )4(x)dx

(2.13)

Another method, obtained from transport theory, is:

1

J'x 1/D1(x)41(x)dx

cell

DH f Ot(x)dx

or

Ax
cell

(2.14)



fAx
/it(x)(02,(x)dx

cell
Itr,H

(pk(x)dx
Ax

cell

where Di = (3 1
tr

)
-1

14

(2.15)

Still more elaborate and accurate methods by Leslie

(4). and Benoist (5) are available, but their application

would not contribute greatly to this simplified investiga-

tion. For the purpose of this paper equation (2.15) will

be used in the numerical analysis.

Approximate homogenized cross sections may be formed

(0)using EGG) in equations (2.12d) and (2.15). Be-

cause the local flux is the same for any cell within a

given zone of uniform type, the homogenized parameters

apply for the total zone.

(
(pG

1)
approximately satisfies the diffusion governing

equation with homogenized parameters. (Diffusion theory

is sufficient because the homogenized system consists only

of several large zones of different properties.) To prove

this, we begin by integrating equation (2.1) over Axcen

for any cell within a given zone

d
(x))dx + 11'em(f)i(x)dxfAx cTx-(J

cell cell

(2.16)
NG NG

= 1 f 4(x;j4-i)(0(x)dx + x(i) f v1.1(x)(0(x)dx
j=1 Ax

cell j=1 Ax
cell
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NG

where
rem = 1 (14-j) .

s
j=1

Let us analyze equation (2.16) term by term. The

evaluation of the removal term is a sufficient demonstra-

tion of all reaction rate terms. Applying equation (2.12d)

and (2.4) results in

rem
(x)(1) (x)dx

Ax
cell

/irem,homogi
i(x)dx

cell

= rem,homog G
i
(xf) f (x)dx

Ax
cell

where x' is any point within the cell.

(2.17a)

(2.17b)

The last step in the equation series is again the slow

variation approximation.

The remaining term is the first term on the left.

dx
(J (x))dx

Ax
cell

(2.18)

=
f

didi
7x (1) (x) d G (x)(1)

i
(x))]dx

Ax
cell

u

Expanding the derivative and using the slow variation

approximation yields,



Ax
cell

(J (x)dx
d
dx dx

di

x'

dO
i

' d
(1) 2 i

+f Di Q

dx
dx} + G

Ax
cell dx

2

di i
'

(1)
dxdx D

x
cell

f D (I)

i,(1) (x)dx
9,x' Ax

dOi'(1)
t

C5G(xt" (D dx
)dx

cell

16

(2.19)

Using the symmetry properties of Oi'(1) and its deri-

vative allows us to reduce equation (2.18) to

A2 i
(/)G,

dx
2

-f
d
dx (J'(x))dx

cell

fD01'(1)(x)dx

x' fol,(1) ax

. d
2
0

= D G
H

dx
2

fybstdx

x' Ax
cell

Ax
cell

(2.20b)

Combining the results of equations (2.17b) and (2.20b)

into equation (2.16) and dividing by Axcell yields:



ni G
f(Px(x)dx/Axdx dxi\x' cell

I )fitsit(x)dx/re Axcell

NG

j=1 s,homog(i÷i)q)
( ')Wt(x)dx/Axcell

NG , f(pi(x)dx
VJ

X(i) / VLf,h0M0g(PG(Xt) Axj=1 cell

17

(2.21)

iIf
G

(x , i) is interpreted as the average flux, then

the average of the local flux must be unity.

(06(x') = cpavg(x') = f cpi(x)dx/
(1)xcellAx

cell

(1)GTf4dx
f i i

dx/ x
x A

Ax
en cell

cell
cell

4- f (pdx/ Axcell 1Ax
cell

(2.22a)

(2.22b)

Applying this result and recognizing that x' may be

any arbitrary point within the given cell yields the de-

sired result;

dcpid Di G vi
(fiir )

dx homog dx trem,homoCG`x/

NG
. G4-i)yAj

NG
(2.23)

j=1 s,homog
(x (x) + x(i) 7 vvi j

1.f dl)Ghomo(x),
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Conventional analysis terminates the development of

(P

R.
and qbG at this stage. The major purpose of this re-

search is to continue the iteration several steps farther.

( (
Using the more accurate 4)G ) 2)

a 4)2, will be generated.
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2)(
CHAPTER 3. METHODS OF CALCULATING 0

2,

(OG1) for a bare heterogeneous core of slab geometry

and periodic arrangement of a single type of cell is cos

Bx, where B2 is the geometric buckling of the homogenized

(
core. It is now possible to calculate Ot 2) by two tech-

niques.

The first method is to calculate the total flux for

the entire reactor, normalize all group fluxes and divide

by cos Bx. The remainder is the second order approxima-

tion of the relative local flux for every cell of the

reactor. As mentioned before, the cost of calculating the

total flux for an entire reactor is prohibitive. However,

for the simple cases of interest it is quite feasible.

This has been done by diffusion and transport lattice com-

puter codes.

The alternative approach is to derive the governing

equations for 0 (2)
and approximate boundary conditions,

and solve the resultant equation set. This has the advan-

tage of calculating of the local flux for a single cell.

This has been done by diffusion cell code. Neither of

these approaches have revealed themselves in a literature

search of the Nuclear Science Abstracts (NSA's). The

search covered every year of the NSA's and involved trac-

ing related subjects (unit cell, pin cell, cross section

generation, etc.) and tracing articles by author. The
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governing equations for diffusion and transport theory

will now be given.

Using equation (2.1) and

(Pi(x) = cos 13x 4(x) (3.1)

we have,

2
ri

- D1 (RN) 2- (cos 13x (pt(x)) + La(RN)cos (3x (pt(x)
dx

NG
+ cos (3x Is(RN,i+j)(02,i (x)

j=1

(3.2)
NG

= cos I3x Is(RN;j 1)4(x)
j=1

NG i

X(i)cos (3x vP(RN)(0(x)
f t

j=1

where the diffusion coefficients and macroscopic cross

sections are all constants for a region number, RN, of the

cell. Expanding the first term on the left hand side and

dividing through by cos f3x yields the diffusion theory

governing equation for the second order approximation to

the local flux.



2 0
-D1(RN)

dx
clyx) + (11(RN) + Di(RN)ancp3ii(x)

NG
+ Is(RN;i->j)(Pk(x) - 2D1(RN)a tan ax

j=1

NG NG
= Is(RN; i4-1-)4(x) + x(i) vI(RN)4(x)

j=1 j=1

21

(3.3)

Similarly for transport theory we use equation (2.2)

and equation (3.1),

3
Lt(RN)cosp -57c. [cos ax clyx,p)] + Lt(RN)cos ax cpt(x,p)

(3.4)
NG +1

= / {/s(RN;i÷i) x(i)vI'l(RN)lf cos ax q(x,p)dp
j=1 -1

Expanding the derivative of the product, extracting cos ax

from the integral, and dividing by cos ax yields,

9 i
P (Pi(x,P) /t(RN)4 (x,P) 1113 tan ax 4(x,p)

(3.5)

1
NG 1

= L {Ls(RN;j+i) + x(i)xJ(RN)1.1 (P(x,p)d
P

j=1 -1

Approximate boundary conditions for the cell calcula-

tions may be synthesized from the continuity conditions.

Let us consider any two neighboring cells as shown in

Figure 3.1.



AXCELL 6IXCELL.

CELL i- I I CELL i

X -AXIS
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Figure 3.1. Boundary conditions for transport cell calcu-
lations.
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63(x,p) must be continuous across the interface of

the two cells. Equation (3.1) and the continuity of cos

8x therefore require that 4(x,6) be continuous across the

interface.

2,cell i-1
(x p) 6 it,cell (3.6)

From equation (3.5) it is evident that the governing equa-

tion for cell i is the same for cell i-1 except for the

term -u tan 8x 4(x,p). However, tan 8x varies slowly

except at the edge of the core. This would suggest that

i(x'P) is very similar to 6 Con-

sequently, the following relation is approximately true.

(x. P) =
2

.(x. ,P)i-1 ,,cell 1 1+1

Combining equations (3.6) and (3.7) gives the boundary

condition:

(x. P) = (x.
1

p)
i 1' i +1'

(3.7)

(3.8)

The diffusion theory boundary conditions are readily
+1

obtained from equation (3.8) by integrating over f
1
dp and

+1
$27 pdp
-1



+1 . +1

f (0
(x. p)dp

f i 1+1'
1 1

Z,cell i(xi)
A
syk,cell i(xi+1)

24

(3.9)

+1 +1
27f p(1) (x..,,p)dp

,ce 1+1k cell i(x'P)dP 2fff "CC 11
-I -1

Jj (x.) = jtacell x1+1 ) (3.10)

This completes the mathematical formulation of the

second iteration local flux for both diffusion and trans-

port theories. Derivation of the difference equations and

their methods of solution are given in the appendices.
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CHAPTER 4. MODELING PROCEDURES

The numerical analysis was performed on a lattice

modeled to simulate PWR lattices, in particular the Trojan

design. The two group macroscopic cross sections used were

attained from a LEOPARD (6) computer run, whose input para-

meters are specified in the appendix.

Table 4.1. Two group cross sections.

Fuel Region

Group
# D /a

vIf
/t

1 1.19 3.02 x 10
-2 2.29 x 10-2 2.80 x 10-1

2 2.96 x 10
-1

2.71 x 10-1 3.65 x 10
-1

5.59 x 10
-1

Scattering Matrix Is(i-4j)

Group
j=1 2

i=1 2.50 x 10-1 0.0

2 0,0 2.88 x 10-1

Moderator Region

Group
# D /a

vIf
/t

x 10-1

1.02

1

2

1.58

3.26

2.45 x 10-4

8.45 x 10-3

0.0

0.0

2.11

Scattering Matrix Is(i+j)

Group
j=1 2

i=1 1.80 x 10-1 3.09 x 10
-2

2 0.0 1.01
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Since the codes developed for this analysis are of the

1-D slab type, it is not possible to reproduce the geometry

of the real three dimensional lattice. However, it is

possible by proper choice of the lattice dimensions to

approximately preserve the flux distribution; therefore,

approximately conserve all reaction rates, in space and

energy.

In order to preserve the fast spectrum

V
F

V
F 1/2, for Trojan .V V M

Mslab 3-D
1-D

where V
F

E volume of fuel

VM E volume of moderator

(4.1)

In the perspective of a fast neutron, the heterogene-

ties are naturally smeared into an average homogeneous mix-

ture due to its large mean free path. A fast neutron born

or scattered in a given unit cell may have its next inter-

action in either fuel or moderator. The probability of an

interaction in a given region depends on the total number

of interaction sites available and probability per inter-

action site.

Probability of interaction in fuel =

V
F
N
F
aT (4.2)

E V
V N a

M
+V

F
N a

F
1 +MM Efm Vm

f



where N is a number density

V is a volume

Probability of interaction in moderator =

1

1 +
EFVF

E VM M

27

(4.3)

IF/IM is already conserved since IF and IM are main-

tained individually. Therefore, the probability of inter-

actions will be maintained if the ratio V
F
/VM is kept

constant.

In the resonance and thermal energy regions heter-

geneous effects are important. It is necessary that PF0

and P
MO'

the neutron escape probabilities for fuel and

moderator, be the same for both geometries. The recipro-

city relation (7)

P I V =13 IFO tF F MO SMVM
(4.4)

guarantees that PMO will be maintained if PF0, Ism/ItF and

VM /VF are maintained separately.

G(7I
tF

) S
F

G(rI
t
F)

PF0 7 7
LtF 4V

F /tF

(4.5)

where F E mean cord length within fuel lump = 4VF/SF

V
F

E volume of fuel/unit length

SF E surface area of fuel/unit length



G is called the penetrability of the fuel lump

and is equal to the probability that

neutrons incident on the surface of the

lump are absorbed in the lump

From Table 4-24, page 279 of ANL-5800, it is seen that G

is weakly dependent on geometry. Therefore, PF0 will be

conserved if 7 or S is conservedF/V
F

or

,
SF

1-D = V
F

3-D
slab

T
F

R
F

(thickness of (radius of
fuel slab) fuel rod)

For Trojan; RF = .16218" = .41194 cm.

Using equations (4.1) and 4.6)

T
F
= .4 cm

TM = .4 cm
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(4.6)

Using the programs developed it was possible to test

the accuracy of the infinite lattice approximation. The

investigation was conducted on a number of different size

cores. It was found that the infinite lattice approxima-

tion was remarkably accurate even for very small cores.
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The magnitude of error in larger cores was negligible. A

table of the smaller cores studied is given below. The

numerical results are in reference to these cores.

Table 4,2. Core geometries.

Core # No. of Cells Width (cm) Geometric Buckling

1 9 10.8 0.08462

2 19 22.8 0.01899

3 29 34.8 0.008149

To compare the results of transport and diffusion pro-

grams, it is necessary that both solve the same problem,

this includes boundary conditions. To imitate the trans-

port zero incoming flux at the boundary, extrapolation dis-

tances were used in the diffusion code.

The procedure for running the lattice diffusion code

is illustrated by the block diagram given in Figure 4.1 and

subsequently discussed.

The transport cell code, PORCEL, is run with six dis-

crete angular directions to give the infinite lattice flux

shape. From the flux distribution, the program calculates

a disadvantage factor for each group.

= the disadvantage factor for the ith group

_ average flux in moderator
average flux in fuel

(4.7)
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PORCEL NAD.G

4
DISADVANTAGE FACTOR I

HOMOGENIZED DATA

EXTRAPOLATION DISTANCE

LATTICE

Figure 4.1. Procedure for running lattice diffusion codes.

PORCEL

DISADVANTAGE FACTOR

HOMOG EN IZED DATA

PORLAT- HOMOGENIZED CO R E

TRANSPORT GLOBAL FLUX

4
PORL AT- HETEROGE NEOUS CORE

Figure 4.2. Procedure for running lattice transport codes.
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(4.8)

(4.9)

Homogenized data can now be calculated using the dis-

advantage factor as shown below.

ITI. E arbitrary homogenized macroscopic cross section
" for the ith group

Ti
i

Ax
mod 1i

f li(x)01(x)dx 2 mod
4-fuel

_cell fuel Ax
fuel

f 01(x)dx
cell

1

°mod Axmod + 1
Ti Axfuel fuel

where Ax
fuel

E width of fuel slab

Ax
mod E width of moderating slab

For 1-D slab PWR cell model,

therefore

vi

Ax
mod

2
Ax

fuel

2 1i
i

1imod fuel

2 El + 1

(4.10)

(4.11)
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Utilizing the homogenized data extrapolation distances

were calculated for the homogeneous equivalent core.

d E extrapolation distance for the ith group

= .71 A
tr

= .71/2
tr

= (.71)(3Di) = 2.13 D1

At this point all the necessary data for running lattice

has been accumulated. Lattice then computes the total

flux distribution, divides out the known global flux (i.e.

extrapolated cosine), leaving the relative local flux

variation for each cell. The local flux for a given cell

is then appropriately normalized to the average flux with-

in that cell.

The procedure for running the lattice transport code

is illustrated by the block diagram given in Figure 4.2

and subsequently discussed.

Up to and including the homogenized data calculations,

the diffusion lattice procedure is the same as the trans-

port lattice procedure. It was felt the representing of

the global flux by an extrapolated cosine distribution

would not be consistent with the heterogeneous transport

calculations, and therefore would not give a corrent trans-

port local flux. This concept is expressed mathematically

below.
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f
total,transport

local,transport
0global,diffusion

Oglobal,diffusion = extrapolated cosine

It was therefore necessary to run PORLAT for a homo-

genized core to obtain the transport global flux.
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CHAPTER 5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Within this chapter are the essential numerical re-

sults of the paper.

Table 5.1 and graph 5.1 show the infinite lattice re-

sults. There are several interesting features to note.

(1) The diffusion theory results agree (within a

total field convergence of 10-4) with the dis-

crete ordinate transport treatment for NAD -2.

(NAD number of angular directions). It can be

shown analytically that PN is equivalent to N+1

discrete ordinate treatment using Gaussian quadra-

ture (2; page 219), Hence the coincident result

is to be expected and reinforces the faith in both

independently developed codes.

(2) Increasing the number of angular directions in-

creases the disadvantage factor associated with

the thermal fluxes. The explanation is as fol-

lows. As NAD increases, more weight is given to

neutron paths more nearly parallel to the boun-

daries of the cell. The neutrons in the fuel of

the cell travelling along said paths have a

smaller chance of escaping without being absorbed.

Likewise, those neutrons in the moderator travel-

ling along said paths have a larger chance of

survival. Therefore, the thermal flux profile
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tends to become depressed in the fuel and ele-

vated in the moderator.

(3) Not shown in the table or graph 5.1 are the fast

flux results. The fast flux was practically flat

with a disadvantage factor of about .995 for all

cases.

The infinite lattice results make it apparent that a

detailed angular representation is needed to obtain an

accurate flux profile. It is clear that NAD=2 discrete

ordinate and diffusion treatment is inadequate. However,

for the purpose of core studies NAD = 10 proved economi-

cally prohibitive; hence the NAD = 6 representation was

chosen as a compromise.

The remaining tables are finite lattice results.

Table 5.2 gives an overview of the position dependent dis-

advantage factors for all three cores studied. Tables 5.3-

5.5 and graphs 5.3-5.5 show the flux profile for individual

cells of interest. The middle cell was picked to represent

those cells least affected by the finite extent of the core,

while the edge cell and the cell neighboring the edge cell

were picked to represent those cells most affected by the

finite extent of the core.

Finally Table 5.6 and graph 5.5 give the results from

the FINCEL code. Comparison with Table 5.5 and graph 5.4

indicates that the approximate boundary conditions synthe-

sized, equations (3.9) and (3.10), are inadequate for the
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local flux description near the edge of the core. This is

not unexpected; rather it is inherent in their derivation

in Chapter 3.
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Table 5.1. Infinite lattice thermal fluxes and disadvan-
tage factors.

x( cm)

(1)2(x),

NAD=2, (1)2(x), (1)2(x),
diffusion theory NAD=6 NAD=10

0.0 0.9786 0.9438 0.9263

0.12 0.9818 0.9525 0.9382

0.20 0.9875 0.9681 0.9601

0.24 0.9937 0.9848 0.9834

0.32 1.0041 1.0120 1.0182

0.40 1.0120 1.0314 1.0410

0.52 1.0188 1.0478 1.0591

0.60 1.0201 1.0509 1.0623

NAD = Number of Discrete Angular Directions.

Disadvantage Factors: (NAD=2) = 1.02810;

(NAD=6) = 1.0756;

(NAD-10) = 1.09974
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NAD=10

NA b =6

NAD=2
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Graph 5.1. Infinite lattice thermal flux.



Table. 5..2... . Disadvantage factors .

Cell No_ .

Core No.

1 2

Group 1 .. Group. 2. Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2

1 .98683 1.07963 .99218 1.07639 .99348 1.07581

2 .98680 1.07982 .99218 1.07639 .99348 1.07581

3 .98662 1.08059 .99219 1.07641 .99348 1.07581

4 .98572 1.08282 .99220 1.07646 .99348 1.07581

5 .98110 1.06779 .99220 1.07654 .99349 1.07582

6 .99221 1.07671 .99349 1.07583

7 .99218 1.07708 .99349 1.07585

8 .99199 1.07796 .99350 1.07587

9 .99105 1.08028 .99351 1.07592

10 .98614 1.06542 .99352 1.07601

11 .99352 1.07618

12 .99349 1.07655

13 .99330 1.07743

14 .99234 1.07976

15 .98734 1.06494
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Table 5.3. Core #1 selected dell thermal flux profiles.

x(cm)
(I)2(x)

middle cell
2(x)

Edge-1 cell
4)2(x)

Edge Cell

-.6 1.05332 1.04941 1.06507

-.52 1.04985 1.04496 1.05940

-.44 1.03970 1.03354 1.04581

-.36 1.02242 1.01449 1.02310

-.28 .99725 .98677 .98949

-.20 .96305 .94888 .94238

-.16 .95439 .94256 .93851

-.12 .94785 .93831 .93679

-.08 .94338 .93616 .93731

-.04 .94098 .93612 .94015

0.0 .94064 .93822 .94546

+0.4 .94236 .94254 .95338

+0.8 .94617 .94912 .96411

+.12 .95209 .95807 .97788

+.16 .96016 .96948 .99498

+.20 .97045 .98348 1.01573

+.28 1.00261 1.01367 1.03472

+.36 1.02627 1.03602 1.04128

+.44 1.04240 1.05120 1.03278

+.52 1.05161 1.05955 1.00433

+.60 1.05423 1.06107 .94738
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Graph 5.2. Thermal flux for selected cells of core #1.
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Table 5.4. Core #2 selected cell thermal flux profiles.

x( cm)
2(x)

middle cell
(I)2(x)

Edge-1 cell
2(x)

Edge Cell

-.6 1.05155 1.04470 1.05925

-.52 1.04840 1.04040 1.05392

-.44 1.03890 1.02935 1.04091

-.36 1.02266 1.0188 1.01904

-.28 .99900 .98392 .98655

-.20 .96690 .94700 .94091

-.16 .95816 ,94159 .93782

-.12 .95144 .93816 .93681

-.08 .94672 .93674 .93796

-.04 .94397 .93735 .94138

0.0 .94317 .94003 .94719

+.04 .94434 .94486 .95555

+.08 .94746 .95190 .96665

+.12 .95257 .96124 .98073

+.16 .95969 .97300 .99806

+.20 .96886 .98729 1.01898

+.28 1.00052 1.01642 1.03741

+.36 1.02388 1.03809 1.04372

+.44 1.03991 1.05291 1.03524

+.52 1.04925 1.06114 1.00713

+.60 1.05226 1.06276 .95096
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Graph 5.3. Thermal flux for selected cells of core #2.
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Table 5.5. Core #3 selected cell thermal flux profiles.

x( cm)
4)2(x)

middle cell
(I)2(x)

Edge-1 cell
(2(x)

Edge Cell

-.6 1.05137 1.04352 1.05787

-.52 1.04827 1.03928 1.05265

-.44 1.03887 1.02834 1.03978

-.36 1.02279 1.01001 1.01811

-.28 .99937 .98325 .98587

-.20 .96762 .94656 .94056

-.16 .95884 .94134 .93764

-.12 .95209 .93809 .93679

-.08 .94731 .93683 .93807

-.04 .94449 .93758 .94162

0.0 .94361 .94040 .94754

+.04 .94466 .94534 .95600

+.08 .94766 .95249 .96719

+.12 .95262 .96192 .98135

+.16 .95957 .97376 .99807

+.20 .96854 .98813 1.01970

+.28 1.00010 1.01708 1.03805

+.36 1.02339 1.03865 1.04433

+.44 1.03938 1.05342 1.03588

+.52 1.04871 1.06166 1.00785

+.60 1.05176 1.06332 .95183
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Graph 5.4. Thermal flux for selected cells ofncore #3.



Table 5.6. Core #3 selected cell thermal
calculated by FINCEL.

flux profiles

x( cm)
4)2(x)

middle cell
4)2(x)

Edge cell

-.60 1.02039 1.01815

-.56 1.01992 1.01698

-.52 1.01880 1.01527

-.48 1.01703 1.01304

-.44 1.01462 1.01032

-.40 1.01156 1.00713

-.36 1.00787 1.00348

-.32 1.00354 .99941

-.28 ,99858 .99494

-.24 .99300 .99008

-.20 .98680 .98486

-.16 .98362 .98234

-.12 .98118 .98066

-.08 .97948 .97976

-.04 .97852 .97962

0.00 .97829 .98019

+.04 .97877 .98143

+.08 .97998 .98331

+.12 .98190 .98578

+.16 .98452 .98881

+.20 .98786 .99237

+.24 .99424 .99880

+.28 .99990 1.00424

+.32 1.00487 1.00873

+.36 1.00914 1.01232

+.40 1.01271 1.01507

+.44 1.01560 1.01703

+.48 1.01780 1.01827

46
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Table 5.6 (continued)

(P2(x) (P2(x)
x(cm) middle cell Edge cell

+.52 1.01933 1.01883

+.56 1.02019 1.01878

+.60 1.02039 1.01815

Note: Table 5.6 agrees within 0.5 percent of Table 5.1,
NAD=2. Therefore, curve, NAD=2, of graph 5.1 will
serve as a sufficient plot of Table 5.6.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS

For all cases tested:

(1) The infinite periodic lattice approximation

yields disadvantage factors within one percent

of the spatially dependent disadvantage factors

attained by equal neutronics models.

(2) The flux shapes for infinite and finite cases

agree very closely for cells interior to the

core. Towards the periphery the deviations be-

come larger; skewing the local flux towards the

center of the core. The edge cell local fluxes

calculated by transport theory show a dip next

to the core boundary. This is caused by the zero

incoming current condition.

Thermalization of the neutrons in the homogenized

case is approximately space independent. How-

ever, the heterogeneous case experiences thermali-

zation primarily in the moderator regions. The

moderator slab against the boundary loses many of

its fast neutrons to leakage. Because the in-

coming current at boundary is zero, the fast

neutrons are not replaced; hence, the number of

neutrons thermalized in this region is reduced.

(3) The K
eff

of the finite and infinite cases compare

within 0.1 percent.
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It is concluded that the infinite periodic lattice

approximation is extremely accurate for the cases studied.

It should therefore be applicable to large power reactors

whose perturbing global flux gradients are much smaller

than said cases.

As a point of interest it should also be noted that

the zero incoming current boundary condition, used in the

finite lattice calculations, is the same boundary condition

which would be used for a unit cell -- infinite absorbing

rod interface. Hence all finite results derived may be

thought of as pertaining to this case. This implies that

the presence of an infinitely absorbing rod, in an other-

wise infinite periodic fuel array, only significantly per-

turbs the local flux within two lattice pitches of its

boundaries. This conclusion is useful in limiting the size

of control rod and burnable poison rod cells used to model

their behavior and generate a cross section description.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix chapter describes the mechanics of the

1-D diffusion codes used. There were three 1-D diffusion

codes developed: (1) LATTICE, (2) INFCEL, and (3) FINCEL.

All of these programs operate on similar mathematical

principles.

Section A.1

LATTICE solves equation (2.1) with the boundary condi-

tion of vanishing flux at the edge of the core. It is set

up to handle cores of alternating regions of moderator and

fuel in a symmetric arrangement. Because of the symmetry

it is necessary to solve only for the flux of one-half of

the core.

Equation (2.1) is approximated by a set of linear dif-

ference equations. The difference equations are obtained

in the following manner. A spatial mesh is constructed

such that for every region (moderator or fuel) the mesh

spacing is constant and region interfaces fall on mesh

lines, as in Figure A.1.

Integrate equation (2.1) from XK-i
to X

K+i
where XK is

some arbitrary mesh line. In the case chosen, XK lines on

the interface to two regions. In this manner both the

general and special cases will be apparent.



Region k Region k + 1

XK -3/2
X
K-1

X
K-i

X
K+i

X
K

XK +l

Figure A.1.

X
f

dx D'(x)
d(I)dxi(x) f r Lia(x)(i) (x)dx

X X
K-i

K.1.1 NG
f ( Is(x;i+j))q)i(x)dx

k-i j=1
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(A.1)

X1 NG Kr," NG 4

= 1 / (x;j÷i)(0(x)dx + x(i)f".2 7 v
f
j(x)dx

XK-i
j=1 s XK-ij=1

To obtain the three-point difference equations, two

approximations are made: (1) (I) 3(x) is constant across any

half mesh interval (Xic_i, Xic+i); (2) the derivative at any

half mesh line is evaluated by

d(I)i(x)

dx

-(Xic4.1) - (l(XK)

AXKX
K+i

where AX
K

= XK+1
- X

K

(A.2)
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Evaluate equation (A.1) term by term, subject to stated

approximations.

Left-hand side, 1st term,

r d d
( Tgc D (x) Tgi e(x))dx = (-Di(x) " (x)\

j]K
dx

K-12

D (X/c+i) D Di(X
1

)
K- 2 (i4,

AX
K

AX
K-1

)(1) OCK) 8X
K-1

'K-1

Di(Xic+i)

AXK K +1

Left-hand side, 2nd term,

Ija-(x)(0-(x)dx = j 11(x)(0.i(x)dx
X X
K-i K-i

X1
21(x)e(x)dx

XK a

K-i

(A.3)

(A.4)

QX AX
K

= region k)(1) (KK) +
a
(region 2,+1) (Xic)

(I(t) AXK
-1

_1(k+i)Ax )
a

y
K

(i4 )

i

2
(X K)

The remaining terms are evaluated in the same fashion

as the second term on the left-hand side. Completing the



difference approximations for the remaining terms and

gathering terms on the left and right sides separately,

yields:

-D9,4-1) DZ)
AX )4) (KK+1) (- AX )1 (KK-1)

K-1

,Di(k+1) Di(Q) ) (21
NG

(0 + Is(t;i+.1)) 2AXK j=1

NG AX
K

+ (/1(t+1) + / /s ;i+j)) (XK)
j=1

NG
= / [(4(6;j+i) + x(i)vli(k))

AX
K-1

j=1 f

AXK
(1s(k+1;j+i) x(i)vIl.(2,4-1)) -](03(xid
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(A.5)

We now have approximated the second order linear dif-

ferential equation by a system of linear algebraic equa-

tions. The boundary conditions naturally enter where equa-

tion (A.5) is evaluated over the appropriate intervals.

The r.h.s. boundary condition (vanishing flux at reactor

boundary) is introduced over the interval (XNPL1-i'

)" where NSPL1 = total number of spatial pointsX
NPL1+i

less one.



xNSPL1-i

The result is:
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0(NSP)=0

xNSPL1+i

XNSPL1
XNSP

Figure A.2.

-

(AX(NR)
Di(NR)

) (XNSPL2)

edge of
reactor

(A.6)

i) NG
+ I AX(NR(N (

a
(NR) + 1 Is(NR;i+j))AX(NR)]01(XNSPL1

)

)
+ J1

NG

j=1
(NR;j+i) + x(i)v Il(NR))AX(NR)c0(XNSPL1)

where NR = total number of regions of reactor

The 1.h.s. B.C. (zero current at center of core)is

introduced over the interval (X1_1, Xl+i), where X1 is the

center line. The result is;

-2Di(1) i

( AX(1)
) A (X

2 )

NG

[2 i(1) (73a-(1) + 7
s
(1;i4j))AX(1)](1) (1)

AX L L
j=1

NG
= / (/ (1;i+i) + v/1(1)X(MAx(1)01(1)

j=1 s

(A.7)
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The resultant system of linear equations for any one group

i may be written in matrix form, as illustrated in Figure

A.3, or in matrix notation,

(A.8)

The method of solution employed is a source iteration.

An initial guess is made for Keff and (1). These are used

on the right-hand side of equation (A.8) to start the itera-

tive procedure.

17(1) a(Keff(0))T(0) a(0)(1)(0)
=

F(0)

or for the general pth iteration

T(p) = acpTuT(p-1) = 17(13-1)

(A.9)

(A.10)

A is a tri-diagonal matrix and may be factored into

two bi-diagonal product matrices (see Figure A.4):

=

A unique vector Z exists such that

(A.11)

e r (A.12)

Because of the form of E, (13) is easily calculated by

a forward solution of the matrix equations. In general,

(A.13)



A(i,1,2) A(i,1,3) (1)1(xl) G(i,l) 0 0 - (Pi"(x1)

A(i,2,1) A(i,2,2) A(i,2,3) (1,31-(x2) 0 G(i,2) 0 81(x2)
.

A(i,3,1) A(i,3,2) A(i,3,3) -
e(x3

) = 0 0 G(i,3)- e(x3)

Figure A.3
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Once Z( p) is calculated it is possible to find (1)(P).

X T(13) = Ng T(p)) y(p-1)

Because 7(13) is unique

B T(p) = .E(p)
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(A.14)

(A.15)

T(P) is obtainable by a back solution of equation

(A.15)

(p)
ZK

-B
K2 k

(13+)

1

k
K1

(A.16)

(P) is then used to find the source vector, F(p) for

the next iteration.

where

17(p) = a(1)0(p) = g(p)0(p)

NG
fvIf(x)cbi(P)(x)clx

K(P) _ j=1
eff NG

/fv/1(x)(0(13-1) (x)dx
j=1

(A.17)

(A.18)

The iteration continues until the desired degree of conver-

gence has been reached. Typical convergence criteria are,

integral quantity type

K (P) K (P-1)
elf_ _eft_

Keff(P)
6 (A.10)



Total field type
(0-,(P) thi,(p-1)
(K) T(K)

l'(()1))
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< 6, (A.20)

(for all i and K), where E is some small positive number.

LATTICE uses equation (A.20), which INFCEL and FINCEL use

equation (A.19).

Section A.2

INFCEL solves equation (2.1) with current boundary

conditions. It is identical to LATTICE with regard to

method of solution.

The 1.h.s. B.C. is introduced over the interval (X1,

Xl+i), via equation (A.5).

D
i 1)\ik, .

. NG
-CON31 + (- ) + [i(1) + a(1) (1;i÷j)]

AX(1)I AX(1) j=1

AX(1).
2 l(P (1)

NG
1) j

(1)
(

= / (4(1;i+i) X(i) v/if(1)) X21)
j=1

(A.21)

where CON31 is the value of the current on the left hand

boundary for the ith group. A similar equation exists for

the r.h.s. B.C., with CON41 equal to the value of the cur-

rent. When C0N3 1 and C0N4 1 are transferred to the right-

hand side of their respective difference equations the
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system of linear equations may be compiled in matrix form

with a tri-diagonal matrix of coefficients. It is, there-

fore, possible to use the same technique for solution as

employed in LATTICE.

With cell geometry specified and CON31 = CON41 = 0 for

all i INFCEL solves for the local flux and computes the

disadvantage factors under the infinite lattice approxima-

tion.

Section A.3

FINCEL solves equation (3,3) with boundary conditions

specified by equations (3.9) and (3.10).

The difference equations are obtained by integrating

from Xic_i to XK4.i. Only the unconventional terms are

treated since integration of the conventional terms has

been previously discussed in Section A.1.

The D 1B
2 term is quite simple and may be interpreted

as a modification to the absorption cross section 11.

dThe term, -2D 1(RN) tan (3x -Ea h(x), is not so tri-

vial.

T =f-x+ -2D1(RN) tan f3x
d 0Q(x)dx

X

(A.22)

(1 (x)= -2Di(RN) 2 tan x (1)dx dx
X
K-i

Integrating by parts once gives,



T = -2D1(RN)S {tan ax 4(x) K-1-* K4-*
0,ei (x)sec

2
$x dx}

X XK-1K* 2 (A,23)
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Using the approximation that the flux is constant across

any interval (Xic_i, X.K.1)

T = -2D1(RN)${tan $x 4(x)
x

i tan $x
-4342,0(0(

_ D (RNWtan $x
Kf 0

i
(X

KA-2
1) - tan $xic_i0 (XK ) (A.24)

* 9,

- 0 (X
K tan SXK+* + 0

9,
(XK )tan $X 1}

Since 01(Xic+i) and 01(KK_,) are not evaluated in the

numerical calculations, they must be expressed in terms of

), 010(K) and 01(XK4.1) by some suitable approxima-Ok(KK_,

tion.

and

0 (X ) 0(XK)
Aifx

i

K-1
'+'50 K-i 2

01
A

() (X ) k
(X

K4.1
) i

K
)

Q 2

Substituting equation (A.25) into equation A,24)

(A.25a)

(A.25b)



(0-(Xic+1) + 01(XK)
T = -2Di(RN)13{tan $X1c4i (

2

- tan $X (

Ok(X/c_i) + 02(

K-i 2

)
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(A.26)

- 01(Xidtan + 01(Xidtan

Arranging the terms of equation (A.26) by 0,

T = (-Di(RN)$ tan $XK.14)02,(XK+1)

+ (Di(RN)$ tan $XK
-2
1)1)1(XK_i)

+ (Di(RN)$ tan $Xi_i - Di(RN)$ tan $X1c4.1

+ 2D1(RN)$ tan $XK.14 - 2D1(RN)$ tan $XK_2)4(Xic)

= (-Di( RN)$ tan $X ,)0 (XK+1)K+2- K+1

+ (Di(RN)$ tan $X,c_2)4(X/c_1)

(A.27)

+ (Di(RN)$ tan axK+1 D (RN)$ tan $Xic_i)02,(X0

It is now apparent that the difference equations are again

of the three point variety. This has been accomplished by

the use of approximations of the same order of accuracy as

those of Section A.1.

Almost all of the simultaneous difference equations

are attained by integration over (Xic_i, X1(14). However,

since some of the boundary conditions are in terms of
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currents; i.e., equation (3.10) it is necessary to include

the difference equations resulting from integration over

intervals (X1, Xl+i) and (XNP XNP), where X1 and XNP are

the X-coords of the left and right boundaries respectively.

The integrations will not be performed here as similar

integrations were made in Section A.2.

The resultant set of simultaneous linear equations may

be written in matrix form, as given in Figure A.S. The

method of solution is again a source iteration

x u(p) a(p-1),c(p-1) y(p-1) (A,28)

and may be factored into two upper and lower triangular

matrices

A= (A.29)

obviously, C' and B' cannot be of the same form as C and B

of equation (A.11) since A is no longer tri-diagonal. One

possible factorization is given in Figure A.6.

The procedure for calculating C' and B' from A is

given in the program listings. The advantage in such a

factorization is that the forward solution is straightfor-

ward except for the last equation and the back solution can

be accomplished in a regular fashion.
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APPENDIX B

This section describes the mechanics of the 1-D trans-

port codes used. There were two 1-D transport codes de-

veloped: (1) PORLAT, and (2) PORCEL. Both of the programs

operate on similar mathematical principles.

PORLAT solves equation (2.1) of Chapter 2 with the

boundary condition of zero incoming flux at the edge of the

core. It is set up to handle cores of alternating regions

of moderator and fuel in a symmetric arrangement. Because

of the symmetry it is necessary to solve only for the flux

of one-half of the core.

Using the discrete ordinates method it is possible to

approximate equation (2.1) by a set of simultaneous linear

difference equations. All independent variables (i.e.,

space, energy and direction) are treated as discrete.

Gaussian quadrature directions and angular integration

weights were chosen. Equation (2,1) expressed in discrete

angular fashion becomes,

uQ (x,11 ) /i(x)0i(X,Pt)ax

(B.1)

1
NG 3.(x) N

= 2 X a (x;i+i) x(i)K j w0j(x,p )
r

j=1 eff 2 =1
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where p = tth discrete cosine value

w = kth Gauss Legendre weight

N = total number of discrete angles

A spatial mesh is constructed such that for every region

(moderator or fuel) the mesh spacing is constant and re-

gion interfaces fall on mesh lines, as in Figure A.1. For

p < 0 integrate equation (B.1) from right to left over an

arbitrary mesh interval

X
Pt j'K-1 A 4)

i(x,piddx
+ It(RN) f

K 1
$1( X pk)dx

XK XK

(B.2)

vI3NG
f wtf1C-Y= (x,pdx.1 Els(RN;J÷i) X(i)

K

i(RN)
X

eff t=1
d

XK.3=1

Making the approximation;

/K-1 j
(x,Pt)dx

AX
2
K-1

[(I) (Xic_i,Pt) (0(XK,Pt)]

XK (B.3)

and gathering terms, equation (B.2) may be written as,

(Pt (1) (Xic_i,Pt) (Pt
Vt(RN)AXK_V(RN)AXK_

2 2 )(1) (XK,Pt)

AX NGK-1 1 [1 (RN;i'i)
4 J=1

v2'1(RN)

X(i) K ] [Sumi(XK_,) + Sum3(XK)]
eff

(B.4)
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where

1 i

Sum3(XK) = w (X
IC'

p =f e(X
K' k

)dp = ql(Xid
R =1 -1

In a similar fashion for all p
56

> 0, equation (B.1) is

integrated from left to right over an arbitrary mesh inter-

val (XK,XK +l) yielding,

AXK
--

Lt(RN)AXK
1(pt+ Ii(RN) )4(XK.1,1k) (Pk 2

)0(Xcpt

AXic NG
[1s(RN;j4-i)

j=1

vIl(RN)
X(i) w ][Sumj(XK

) Sumi(X
K-1-1

)]

4'eff

(B.5)

The boundary conditions are total reflection at the

centerline of core and zero incoming flux at core edge.

Expressed mathematically,

(0i(x ,Pk) = 41(xl,Viz+NAD/2) (B.6)

where it < NAD/2 and NAD = # of discrete angular directions

cpi(X
NSP'

p ) = 0

for all pit < 0, and NSP = total number of spatial points.

The set of simultaneous equations (B.4), (B.5), (B.6)

and (B.7) gives a complete description in M equations and

M unknowns.
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The method of solution employed is a source iteration.

An initial guess is made for Keff and the 0(Xiclit) to start

the iterative process. These are used in computing Sum3(x)

on the right hand side of equations (B.4) and (B.5) by

sweeping right to left. At the centerline the direction of

the sweep is reversed. This is done for every set of 1.12,

coupled by reflection at the centerline. Upon completion

of all sweeps Keff is recalculated in a manner identical to

that used in the diffusion programs. The sumi(XK) terms

are then recalculated for all i and k and the next set of

sweeps is initiated. This process is iterated until

0"134-1)(xlcuk) '(1°)(xicpt)

1,(p+1)(xicy < C (B.8)

for all i, k and X; where p is the iteration index and c

is some small positive number.

PORCEL solves equation (2.2) with reflecting boundary

conditions at both r.h.s. and 1.h.s. boundaries. PORCEL

solves the equation set (B.4), (B.5), (B.6), and equation

(B.9).

0 (XisispOlit) = 0 (XNSP ,U k+NAD/2 ) (B.9)

The method of solution is the same as PORLAT's. However,

(XNsp,112,),112, < 0, is not a constant but must be recalcu-

lated at the beginning of each iteration after the source

terms are calculated.
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APPENDIX C

The Leopard input data used in the determination of

the 2-group cross sectional data seen in Table 4.1 is as

follows:

Options Selected

Thermal cutoff of .625 ev

Buckling search requested (initial Buckling = .0003)

Composition Description in Terms of Volume Fractions

Pellet Clad Moderator Extra

UO
2

.9841

H2O 099396 .90979

Zr-2 1.0 (inner radius =
.1645 cm)

Inconel -718 .00604

Trace Elements

U-235 3.1 w/o

B-10 1200 ppm

Temperatures

Resonance temperature = 1300°F
Pellet temperature = 1300°F
Clad temperature = 623°F
Moderator temperature = 585°F
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Non-lattice Data

Non-lattice peaking factor = 1.1
Non-lattice fraction .08673

Dimensions

Pellet OR = .16125 cm
Clad OR = .187
Pitch = .49565

Miscellaneous Data

H2O pressure = 2250 psi

UO
2

density = 10.3024 gm/cm
3

Power density = 105.1 watts/cm
3

initial burnup = 0.0

FPCSF = .974



C

C

C

PROGRAM mULDIF(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE30,TAPE25,TAPE61=OUTPUT)
DIMENSION A(2,560,7),CM(50),OADV(2,53),SAGADV(2,50),

1 SSSADV(2.5P)ODADV(50),NUFSG(2,50),FLUX(2,500),
2 CHI(2),Z(2,500),C(2,500),8(2,500,21,WI0(S0),
3 FLUXTP(2,500),F(2,500),FTEMP(2,501),X(500),FLUXL(2,500),
4 SSGA0V(2,2,50),DUXL(2,500),DUXL2(2,500),RS(2,500),
5 COEPS4(10),EPS4(1C),IIG(2),FLUXAV(2,50),DISA0(2,50),X0M01(31,
6 DEXT(2),WIDT(2),E(212)
INTEGER OM,RNIPNL1IGN,PN,TEMP1,FNLi.PNPLICOEPS4
REAL KEFF,KEFFTP,NUFSG

4****************INpuT*************4.4,4

PN=5n
PI=3.141593
PRINT*,* NG=t
READ 701,NG

701 FORvAT(I3)
PRINT*,t NR=*
READ 701,NR
PRINT*,* EPS=t
READ_7.02,EPS

702 FORMAT(E12.5)
PRINT'It NCHAN=*
READ 701,NCHAN
DO 4 I=1,NCHAN
WRITE(61,3) I

3 FORMAT(1H ,*I=t1I3)
PRINT*,* COEPS4=*
READ 701,COEPS4(I)
PRINT*,* EPS4=*
READ 702,EPS4(I)

4 CCNTINUE
NEPS=1
PRINT4,* ALPHA=t
READ 702,ALPHA
WRITE (61,5)
FORNAT(1H,*SPECIFY REGION WIDTHS,WID,AND XESMOCADV,IN CM UNITS*)

WIIT=1.0
DO_. L_RN=1,2
WRITE(61,6) RN

_fi FORMAT(1X,*RN=t,T4)
PRINT*,* WID=t
READ 702,WIO(RN)
PRINT.,* XDADV=*
READ-7-02,XDADVTRN)
WIOT=WIDT+WID(RN)

11 CONTINUE_
WRITE (61,950)

950 FCRMAT(1H .1OHECK -POINT NO. 11)
DO 14 GN=1,NG

___PRI NT11,4DEXT=t
READ 702,0EXT(GN)

14 CCNTINUE
DC 19 GN=1,NG
READ(30,20) CHI (GN)

20 FORMAT(E12.6)
19 CONTINUE --

DO 21 RN=1,2
DO 22 GN=1,NG
REAC(30,25) DADV(GN,RN),SAGADV(GN,RN),NUFSG(GNIRN)

25 FORMAT(3E12.6)



DC 26 GN=1,NG
REA0(3P,28) (SSGADV(GN,I,RN),I=1,NG)

29 FORMAT(4E12,6)
26 CCNTINUE
21 CONTINUE

DC 23 RN=1,2
DO 23 GN=1,NG
SSSADV(GN,RN)=0.0
00 23 J=1,NG
SSSA0V(GN,RNI=SSGADV(GN,J,RN)*SSSADV(GNI9N)

23 CCNTINUE
C
c******,,,**4,ALTERNAToRm***,,,,,F44*,
C

IF(NR .LT. 3) GO TO 31
DC 31 RN=3,NR
L2=1
L1=(RN/2)*2
IF(L1 .E0. RN) L2=2
WID(RN)=2*WID(L2)/12
XDADV(RN)=XDADV(12)
WID7=WIDT+WID(RN)
DO 32 GN=1,NG
DAIV(GNIRN)=DADV(GN,L2)
SAGADV(GN,RN)=SAGADV(GN,L2)
NUFSG(GN,RN)=NUFSG(GN,L2)
SSSADV(GN,RN)=SSSADV(GN,L2)
DC 32 J=1,NG
SSGADV(GN,J,RN)=SSGADVIGN,J,L2)

32 CCNTINUE
31 CCNTINUE

WID(NR)=WID(NR)/2
WIDEMP=2.*(WIDT-WID(NR))
DC 13 GN=1,NG
WIDT(GN)=WIDEMP+2*DEXT(GN)
WRITE (61,9) WIDT(GN)

9 FORMAT(1H ,*WIDT=t,F12.6)
13 CCNTINUE

C
_C***41-***CALCULATION OF_CHANGE_OF_MATERIALS VECTOR!*-
C

TEMP1=1
DC 7 RN=1,NR
CM(RN)=WID(RN) /XMADV(RN)+TEMP14-0.1
WRITF(6110) CM(RN)

_FORMATI1W,I21_
TEMP1=CM(RN)

7 CCNTINUE
NP =CM (NR)

NPP1=NP11-1
NPL1=NP-1
NPL2=NP2
NPL3=NP-3
CM(NR)= CM(NR) +1

C

C**********INPUT CHECK**************4
C

WRITE1_61,42)-
42 FORMAT(/,1H ,tINPUT CHECK#1/)

WRITE(61,43)
47 FORMAT(10X,CHI*1/)

WRITE (61,44) (CHI(GN),GN=1,NG)
I I r'AMMAVV7Stsd rc Al



DC 45 RN=1,2
WRITF(61,46) RN

46 FORFAT(//,10X1tPEGIONt,I21/)
WRITE(61,47)

47 FORMAT(11X,101,14X.tSIGA*115XNUSIGFt)
DC 48 GN=1,NG
WRITE(61,49) DADV(GN,RN),SAGADV(GN,RN),NUFSG(GN,RN),SSSADV(GN,RN)

41 CONTINUE
4S FORMAT(4(5X,E12.6))

WRITE (61,50)
51 FORMAT(//,114 ,5X,****SCATTFRING MATRIX (I,J) t (OUT,IN)****)

OO 45 GN=11NG
WRITE (61,52) (SSGADV(GN,J,RN),J=1,MG)

45 CCNTINUF
52 FORMAT(114,4(3X,E12.6))

C
C441F4*,,4***********
C

X COORDINATES

X(1)=0.0
RN=1
DO 530 PN=2,NP
PNL1=PN-1
XIPN)=X(PNL1)+XDADV(RN)
IF(PN .E0, CM(RN)) RN=RN+1

531 CONTINUE
C
C"4"*" 4 INITIALIZATION**********4
C

4444444444444444444

DO El GN=1,NG
DC El J=1,NP
FLUX(GN,J)=COS(PI*X(J)/WIDTIGN))

61 CONTINUE
KEFF=1.0
SUMR1=1.0

C
C**4 CALCULATION OF A MATRIX ELEMENTS WHICH ARE INDEPENDENT OF B.C.14*
C

00 76 GN=1,NG
PN=1
DDEL=DADV(GN,.RN)_
SAGDEL= SAGADV (GN, RN)
SSSOF1=SSSADV(GN,RN)
XODEL=XDADV(RN)
DO 60 I=21NPL1
IF(I .NE. CM(RN)) GO TO 70
-RN=RNt-
A(GN.T13)=-DADV(GNIRN)/XDADV(RN)
A(GN,I,1)=-DDELYADDEL
A(GN,I,2)=(XDOEL/2)*(SAGDEL+SSSDEL)

1 4( XDADV(RN)/2)*(SAGADV(GN,RN)+SSSADVIGN,RNYY
7 -A(GN,I11)-A(GN,I,3)
DDEL=CACV(GN,RN)
SAGDEL=SAGADV(GNIRN)
SSSDEL =SSSADV(GN, RN)
XD1EL=XDADV(RN)
GC TO 60

71 CONTINUE
A(GN,I,3)=-.DADV(GN,RN)/XDADV(RN)
A(GN,I.1)=-DOEL1X00EL
A(GN,I.2)=XDADV(RN)(SAGADV(GN,RN)+SSSADV(GN,RNI)

-A(GN,I,i)-A(GN,I,3)
61 CONTINUE



C'"CALCULATION OF SPECIAL A MATRIX ELEMENTS DEPENDENT ON 9.C.***
C

A(GN91,1)=0.P
A(GN,1,3)=--2*DADV(GN11.1/X0ACV(1)
A(GN,1,2)=XDADV(1.)4(SAGADV(GN,1)+SSSADV(GN,1))-A(GN.91,3)
AtGN,NP11)=1/(2*XDACV(NR))
A(GN,NP12)=4-2/X0A0V(NR))
A(GN,NP13)=(3/(2*XDADV(NR)))+1,DEXT(GN)

7E CCNTINUE
C
C"4"4"CALCULATION OF C AND 9 MATRICES**************
C

00 81 GN=1,NG
B (GN1112)=4(GN,1,3)
P (GNI 1.? 1)=A (GN, 11 ')

C(GN11)=0.0
00 80 J=2,NPL1
JL =J-1
(GM, Jv 2) =A (GM, J9 7)

C(GN,J)=A(GN,J,1)/B(GN,JL,1)
8(GN1J,1)=A(GN,J,2)-C(GN,J)4B(GN/JL,2)

80 CCNTINUE
E (GN/1)=A(GN,NP11)/9(GNOPL2,1)
E (GN12)=(A( GN,NP12)-E(GN11)*Ei(GN,NPL2,2))/9(GN,NPL111)
UGN,NP91)=A(GNINP,3)-E(GN92)4111(GN,NPL1.2)
9(GN,NP,2)=0.0

81 CCNTINUE
C
C*4"*".**********BEGINNING OF ITERATIVE PROCESS * *' * * * * * * * * * **

ITERNO=0
500 CCNTINUE

ITERNO=ITERNO+1
_CO 320,LN=1,NG.
DO 320 K=1,NP
FLUXTP(GN,K)=FLUX(GN,K)
FTEMP (GN,K)= F(GN,K)

320 CONTINUE
C4"4************CALCULATION OF F MATRIX*****************"

DO 150 GN=1,NG
F(GN,NP)=0,
RN=1
De 150 X=1,NPL1
XDOEL=XCADV(RN)
,ZSGOEL=SSGADVI1IGN,RN)
DNUFSG=NUFSG(1IRN)
F(GN,K)=00
ISWIT=0
'FIR CMiRN)) GO TO 154
RN=RN+1
ISWIT=.1

154 CONTINUE
RNL1=RN-1
DC 150 J=1ING
IF(ISWIT .E0. 0) GO TO 155
F(GN,K)=F(GNIK)+MCADV(RN) /2)*FLUX(J,K)*SSGADV(J9GNIRN)

+.(XDDEL/2)FLUX(J,K)I'SSGOELL
? +(CMI(GN)/KEFF)4(NUFSG(J,RN)*FLUX(J,K)*(XDADV(RN)/2)
3 +(XDOEL/2)40NUFSG4FLUX(JIK))
JP=J+1
SSGCEL=SSGADV(JP,GN,RNLI)



GO TO 151
155 OCNTINUF

F(GN,X)=P(GN,104.(XDADV(RN)*FLUX(J,K)*SSGADV(J,GN,RN))
1 f(CHI(GNI/KEFF)*(XOADV(RN)*NUFSG(J,RN)4FLUX(J/K))

151 CONTINUE
SUMR2=0.0
DC 210 GN=1,NG
DO 211 PN=1,NPL1
RS(GN,PN)=F(GN,PN)-FTEMP(GNIPN)
SUMR2=SUMR2fRS(GN,PN)**2

210 CONTINUE
EIG=SORT(SUMP2/SUMR1)
SUIR1=SUMR2
TEMP15=ALPHA
TEMP20=ACCEL
AOCEL=1/(1-EIG)
ITES1=(ITERN0/1)*1
IFtITES1 .NE. ITERNO) GO TO 216
WRITE(61,215) ITERNO,EIG,ACCEL

215 FOR' AT(1H ,*ITERNO=*,I3,5Y,$EIG=*,F11.515X,#ACCEL=#,F10.5)
216 CONTINUE

IF(ITERNO .EO. COEPS4(NEPS)) NEPS=NEPS+1

IF(ABS((ACCEL-TEMP21)/AOCEL) .GT. EPS4(NEPS)) GO TO 229
WRITE(61,217) ITERNO

217 FORMAT(1H , *ACCELERATOR APPLIED AT *1134* ITERATIONS$)
ALPHA=AOCEL

229 CONTINUE
DO 225 GN=1,NG
DO 225 PN=1,NPL1
F(GN,PN)=FTEMP(GNIPN)+ALPHA*RS(GN,PN)

225 CONTINUE
ALPHA=TEMP15

C
C*44FLUX
C

C

soLVER*******************

DO 330 GN=11NG
Z(GN,1)=F(GN,1)
DO 300 J=2,NPL1

7(G1 .,J)=F(GN,J)-C(GN,J)*7(GNIJL1)
300 CONTINUE

ZiGNINP)=F(GN,NP)-E(GN11)42(GN,NPL2)-E(GN,2)*Z(GN,NPL1)
FLUY(GN,NP)=7(GNOPI/13(GN,NP,1)
00 310 I=1,NPL1

Jp1 =J +1
FLUX(CN,J)=U(GN,J)-B(GNIJ,214FLUX(GN,JP1)1/8(GN,J,1)

319 CONTINUE
331 CONTINUE

C******"*""CALCULATION OF KEFF****************
C

IF(ITERNO .NE. 1) GO TO 425
GEN1=0.0
GEN2=0,n
DO 400_GN=14NG_
DNUFSG=NUFSG(GM,1)
XCDEL =XDADV (1)
RN=1
DL for J=2,NPLi
TF(.1 _rn nmumst nn Tn uln



GEN2=FLUX(GN,J)*(NUFSGIGN,RN)*X0ADVM))+GFN2
GEN1=FLUXTP(GN.J)4(NUFSG(GN,RN)4XDADV(2N))+GEN1
GC TO 400

411 CONTINUE
RN=RN+1
GEN2=(FLUX(GN.J),2)*(NUFSG(GN,RN)*XDADV(PN)+ONUFSGcXCOEL)+GEN2
GEN1=(FLUXTP(GN,J)/2)*INUFSG(GN.RN)*XDADV(9N)+DNUFSG*XDOEL)+GEN1
DNUFSG=NUFSG(GN,RN)
XCIEL=XDADV(RN)

400 CONTINUE
DO 430 GN=1.NG
GEN2=GEN2+FLUX(GN.1)4NUFSG(GN.1)*XDADV(1)/2

1 +FLUX(GN,NP)4NUFSG(GN,NR)*X0PDV(NR)/2
GEN1=GEN1+FLUXTP(GN.11*NUFSG(GN.1)*XDADV(1)/2

1 +FLUXTP(GN,NP)4NUFSG(GN,NR)4XDADV(NP)/2
431 CONTINUE

GC TO 451
425 CCNTINUE

GEN1=GEN2
GEN2=0.0
00 441 GN=1.NG
DNUFSG=NUFSGIGN.11-
XDOEL=XDADV(1)
RN=1
pc 443 J=1.NPL1
IF(J *EC. CMtRN)) GO TO 445
GEN2=FLUY(GN.J)*(NUFSGtGN,RN)*XCADV(RN))+GEN2
GO TO 440

445 CONTINUE
RN=RN+1
GEN2=(FLUX(GN/J)/2)*(NUFSG1GN,2N)*XDADV(RN) +ONUFSG*XDOEL)+GEN2

ONUFSG=NUFSGIGNIRN)
XDDEL =XDADV (RN)

441 CONTINUE
DC 450 GN =1,NG
-GEN2=GEN2+FLUX(GN.1)*NUFSG(GN,1)*XDADVIi)/2
1 +FLUXtGN.NP)4NUFSG(GNOR) FXDADVINR)/2

450 CCNTINUE
451 CCNTINUE

KEFTTP=XEFF__
KEFF=KEFF*(GEN2/GEN1)
OKEFF= KEFF- KEFFTP
ADKEFF=An(OKEFF)
ITES1=IITERN0/1)41
IFtITES1 .NE. ITERNC) GO TO 416
MRITE161.415) ITERNO.KEFF.0KEFF

415 FORMAT(1H ItITERNO=1,13,2X,SKEFF=*,F12.892X9#0KEFF=t,F12.8)
41E CONTINUE

ITESE0=(ITERNO/601*E0
IFtITESEIP .NE, ITERNO) GO TO 52.2
PRINT',* CONTINUE YES/NO 1/2-

._ RRINT49*_IASK=4
READ 701,IASK
IPtIASK .EQ. 2) GO TO 519

521 CONTINUE
DO eon GN=1ING
DO 800 PN=1.NP
IFIABS(tFLUX( GN.PN)..FLUXTFUGN, N )/FLUXIGN.PN)) .GT.

1 EPS) GO TO 500
801 CONTINUE
519. CONTINUE

PRINT*** CHECK PT. NO. 2*



Cm*******NORMALIZATION OF TOTAL FLUX**************
C

DC 705 GN=1,NG
RIG(GN)=FLUX(GN,1)
00 705 PN=2,NP
IF(FLUX(GN,PN) .GT. BIG(GN)) 6IG(G4)=FLUX(GN,PN)

705 CONTINUE
DC 710 GN=1,NG
DO 710 PN=1,NP
FLUX(GNIPN)=FLUX(GNIPN)/SIG(GN)

710 CONTINUE
C

C444"4"* *" *CALCULATION CF LOCAL FLUX***************"
C

DO 540 GN=1,NG
DC 541 PN=1,NP
FLUXL(GNIEN)=FLUX(GN,PN)/COS(PI*X(PN)/WIDT(GN))

540 CONTINUE
C
C4******CALC OF FIRST DERIVATIVE OF LOCAL FLUX, METHODS A AND
C

B.**********

FRINT'lt CHECK PT.. NO. _3#
DC 550 GN=1,NG
RN=1
XEDEL=XOADV(RN)
DO 550 PN=2,NPL1
FNP1=PN+1
PNL1=PN-1
IF(PN .NE. CM(RN)) GO TO 560
RN=RN41
DUXLIGN,PN)=((FLUX(GN,FNP1)FLUX(GN,PN))/(24XDADV(RN))
14-(FLUX(GNIPN)-FLUX(GN,PNL1))/(2*XODFL)+FLUXL(GN,PN)*(PT/WIDT(GN))
2 *SIN(PI*X(PN)/WIOT(GN)))/COS(PI*X(PN)/WIDT(GN))
XODEL=XDADV(RN) -

GC TO 555
560 CONTINUE

OUXL(GN,PN)=((FLUX(GN,PNP1)-FLUX(GNIPNL1))/(24X0A0V(RN))
1 +FLUXIAGNIPN)*(PI/WIDT(GN))*SINtPI-4X(PN)/WIDTIGN)))/COS(PI

*X(EN) IWIDT(GN))
555 CONTINUE__
55C CONTINUE

PRINT`.* CHECK PT. NO.. 4*

00 57C GN=1,NG
RN=1
XODEL=XDADV(RN)
00 570-PN=2.NPL1---
PNP1=FN+1
PNLI=FN.,1
IF(FN .NE. CM(RN)) GO TO 575
RN=RN+1
OUXL2(GNIPN)=(FLUXL(GN,PNF1)-FLUXL(GN,PN))/(2*XDADV(RN))

_1___ItAFLUXLICK,PNIFLUXLIGN,PNL111/12ODELI. _
XDOEL=XOADV(RN)
GO TO 580

575 CONTINUE
OUXL2(GNIPN)=IFLUXLIGN,PNP1)-.FLUXL(GN.PNL1) )/124XDADV(RN)1

58e CONTINUE
570 CONTINUE--

PRINT*11 CHECK PT. NO. 5*

C""OALCULATION OF GROUP DEPENDENT CELL DISADVANTAGE FACTORS AND
C AVERAGE-LOCAL CELL FLUXES "41"



NOOELL=NR/2
X0MCD(1)=XDADV(2)
XCHCC(2)=0.
XONO0(3)=XDADV(2)
XCELL=2*WID(1)+WID(2)
DO 720 GN=1,NG
RN=1
Il=1
IUP=WID(11 /X0A9V(1) +WID12) /(24-XDADV(2))+1.01
INCRE=2*(IUP1)
00 720 J=1.NOCELL
NRN=1
DISADN=0.
DISADO=0.
DC 730 PN=IL,IUP
IF(PN .NE. CM(RNI) GO TO 735
RN°1=RN+1
NRNP1=NRN+1
DISADN=DISADN+t(XDMOD( NRN)+XDHOD(NRNP1))/2/*FLUXL(GN,PN)
DISADO=DISADDII(XOADV(RN)+XDADVtRNP1))/2/4FLUXL(GN.PN)
RN=RNP1
NRN=NRNP1
GC TO 730

735 CONTINUE
DISADN=OISADN+FLUXL(GN,PN)*XDHOD(NRN)
DISADD=DISADO+FLUXL(GN,PN)*XDAOVERN/

730 CONTINUE
DISAON=DISADN'(FLUXL(GN.IL) 'iXDMOD(1)+PLUXL(GN.IUP)' FX0M00(3)//2
DISADO=DISA00-(FLUXL(GN.IL)41X0M00(1)+FLUXLiGN9IUP)*X0M00(3))12
DISAD(GN.J)=t2414I0(1)*DISADN/WID(2) 1/(OISADCDISAON)
FLUXAV(GN,J)=DISADD,XCELL
IL=IUP
IUP=IL+INCRE

720 CONTINUE -

C
C111****41t4111,4*********OUTPUT ************* IF-1F *AR/F*1F***

WRITE (25,6051
ens FCR?AT( / /,1H ,ITOTAL AND LOCAL FLUXES *)

NOCELL=NR/2--
IL=1
IU9=WI0 (1)/XDADV11)+HIDI2)/(24XDADV(2))+1.01
INCRE=2*(IUP..1)
DC 607 J= 1,NOCFLL
WRITE (25,606) J

60! FORMAT( /,1H CELL NO.=t$I31
no 610 PN=ILIIUP
WRITE(25,615) X(PN).tFLUX(GN.PN).FLUXLtGN,PN).GN=1.NG)

615 FORPATC1H 1F10.5.7(3X,E12.511
610 CONTINUE

IL=IUP
TUP=IL+INCRE

607 CONTINUE
WRITE (25,660)

66t! FORPAT(//.1H , /METHODS A ANC 8 OF CALCULATING FIRST DERIVATIVES
1 CF THE LOCAL FLUX *)
IL=1
IUP=WIDA1//IDADV(1)+WID(2)/(2XDADVt2)1+1.11_
DC 665 J=1.NOOELL
WRITE (25,667) J

667 FORMAT(1H , /CELL NO.=$,I3)
DO 670 PN=IL.IUP
WRITE(25,615) X¶PN),(DUXLIGN.PN).0UXL'(GN.PN)IGN=1.NG)



670 CCNTINUE
IL=IUP
IUP=IL+INCRE

JO665 CCNTINUF
WRITE (25,740)

740 FORMAT(//,1H ,.CELL LOCAL FLUXEF NORMALIZED TO AVERAGEt)
DC 751 GN=1,NG
WRITE (25,741) GN

741 FORMAT(1H ,t,GN=#,I3)
IL=1

IUP=WI0(1),XDADV(1)+WID(2)/(2,XCADV(2))+1.11
INCRE=2*(IUP-1)
DO 751 J=1,NOCELL
WRITE(25,742) J,FLUXAV(GN,J),OISANGN,J)

742 FORMAT(//,1H ,ICELL NO.= *,I3,1H ItAVERAGE LOCAL FLUX= 1,F12.5
1 ,IDISADVANTAGE FACTOR= $,F12.5)
DO 750 PN=II,IUP
TEMP=FLUXL(GN,PN)/FLUXAV(ON,J)
WRITF(25,743) X (PN) ,TEMP

743 FORmAT(1H ,F12.5,5X,F12.5)
750 CCNTINUE

IL=IUP
IUD=IL+INCRE

751 CCNTINUE
FIND
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PROGRAM TR4N(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE20.TAPE24.TAPE25.TAPE30
1 .TAFF61=OUTPUT)
INTEGER TEMP1,RNIRNOIRNL1,CNICN.COEPS4.PN,PNL1
REAL KEFFINUSGF,MU
DIMENSION NPOINT(10),KEY(11),Z(10).HEIGHT(10).WID(40),CN(40),

1 SIGS(2,214C),SIGT(2.41).NUSGF(2,41),UXt2,350.6).
2 DX(40).MU(6).W(6).SUM(2.350).G(2.350).COEF1(2,E14O).

COEF2(2,6,40),RP(2.350).RPL1(2.350),SU1(21350),
4 CON1(2,350.6),C0EPS4(6).EPS4(6),O1I(2),
5 I(350),OXMI3)ISUMAV(2,50),OISA0(7160),ITEMPV(10)1FLUXG(2.350)
OATA(NPOINT=2.4.6)
DATA(KEY=1,2,4.7)
DATA(Z=0.57735.0.86514.0.33998.0.932470.66121.0.23862)
OATA(WEIGHT=1.000000.1.34785.0.65215.1.17132.0.36076.9.4F)791)
PI=3.141693

C
C4***************IMpUTIF441.4************4
C

DYRAP=.78
PRINT'l* NR=*
READ 701.NR

701 fORNAT(I3)
NRP1=NR+1
PRINT*.# HG=4
READ 7010G
PRINT',* EPS2=*
READ 702.EPS2

702 FORXAT(E12.5)
PRINT*1# IHOMOG=t
READ 701,IHOMOG
PRINT*.* NCHAN=%
READ 701,NCHAN
DC 4 I=1.NCHAN
WRITE (61,3) J
FORNAT(1H ,tI=#,I3)
PRINT'.* COEPS4=t
RFAD 701.COEPS4(I)
PRINT*91 EPS4=#
READ 702.EPS4(I)
CONTINUE
NEPS=1
PRINT*.* NAD=4
READ 701,NAD
PRINT*1* ALPHA=*
READ 702,ALPHA
NADP1=NA0+1--
NAOH=NA0/2

C
C****ANCULAR COOROS AND ANGULAR INTEGRATION WEIGHTS***"
C

DO 5 1=1.3
IFINAC NPOINT1111-Z0 It 10__

5 CONTINUE
1Z CONTINUE

JPIRST=KEY(I)
IP1=I*1
JLAST=KEY(IP1)-.1
I=1-
DC 20 J=JFIRSTIJLAST
MU(I)=2(J)
W(I)=WEIGHT(J)
IL=NACP1-.J
&all/ TI 98 1



W(IL)=WEIGHT(J)
1=1.1

21 CONTINUE
WRTTE461,22) (MU(I),I=1,NAD)

22 FCRMAT(1H ,tMU*,5(2)(1F8.5))
WRITE(61,23) (14(I),I=1,Nom

23 FORMAT(1H ,01#96(2X,F1.5))
C
c***********INpuTIF**********
C

WRITE (61,25)
25 FORMAT(IH ,*SPECIFY REGION WIOTHS,WID,AND MESH,DX,IN CM UNITS*)

winT=o.
DO 30 RN=1,2
WRITE (E1,31) RN

31 FORMAT(1X,tRN=t,I4)
PRINT-",t WID=t
RFAD 702,WID(RN)
PRINT*,t DX=t
READ 702,0X(RN)
WI1T=WIDT+WID(RN)

39 CONTINUE.
DO 40 GN=1,NG
READ(30,41) CHI(GN)

41 FORMAT(E12,5)
41 CCNTINUF

DO 45 RN=1,2
DC 43 GN=1,NG
READ(39,42) SIGTIGNeRNIINUSGF(GN,RN)

42 FORMAT(5E12.5)
43 CONTINUE

DC 44 GN=1,NG
READ(30142) (SIGS(GN,J,RN),J=1,NG)

44, CCNTINUE .

45 CONTINUE
WRITE (61,37)

37 FCRPAT(/,1H 1/INPUT CHECKt,/)
WRITE (61,391 (CHI(GN),GN=1,NG/

39 FCRPAT(7(5X1F5:4))

C**************AITFRNATOR**************
C

IF(NR .LT. 3) GO To 83
DC 81 RN=3,NR _

L2=1

IF(Li ,E0. RN) L2=2
_WIDARIO=2*MID(L2)/L2 _

DX(RN)=DX(L2)
_WIDT=MIDT+MID(RN)
DO 32 GN=1,NG

__SIETILX,R,N,Y=SIGTIGN-,L21
NUSGF (GN,RN)= NUSGF(CN,L2)
-00-32 J=1,ND
SIGS(GN,J,RN)=SIGS(GN,J,L2)

32- CONTINUE
11 CCNTINUE

82.--CCNTINUE _
c************4.0v,FRLAy***************

PRINT,t LAY=4
READ 701,LAY
JF(LAY *EC. .0.) GO TO 815
PRTNT4-1 wrivrot =/



READ 701,NOVERL
PRINT'et NOVERU=t
READ 701,NOVERU
DO 8C5 RN=NOVERL,NOVERU
WIDT=WIDT-WID(RN)
PRINT4,t WID=4
READ 702,WID(RN)
PRINT4,1 DX=4
READ 702,0X(RN)
MIDT=WIDT4WIDIRN)
DO F00 GN=1,NG
READ(24142) SIGT(GN,RN),NUSGF(GN,RN)

800 CONTINUE
DO 802 GN=1,NG
READ(24,42) (SIGS(GN,J,RN),J=1,NG)

8J2 CONTINUE
815 CONTINUE
506 CONTINUE

WID(NR)=WID(NR)/2
WIDT=2*(WIDT-WID(NR))
WIDT=WIDT+24-DXRAR
WRITE (61,9)- winT_

9 FORMAT(1H 1tWIDT=t,F12.6)
00 46 RN=1,2
WRITE(61,33) RN

33 FORHAT(//,19X,*REGIONt,I2,/)
DC 34 GN=1,NG
WRITE(61135) SIGT(GN,RN),NUSGF(GN,RN)

35 FORMAT(1H ,2(5X,F12.6)1
34 CONTINUE

DC 36 GN=1,NG
WRITE (61,35) (SIGS(GN,J1RN),J=11NG)

35 CONTINUE
45 CONTINUE

C
C*********CALCULATON OF CHANGE OF MATERIALS VECTOR * * * * * * * * * * **

C
TEMP1=1
DO 71 RN=1,NR
CMIRN)=WID(RN)/OXARN)+TEMP144..01 _
WRITE(61,72) RN,CM(RN)

72 FORMAT(IH ,*OM(*,I2,#)=t,I3)
TEMPI= CM(RN)

71 CONTINUE
NSP=CP(NR)
NSPL1=NSP--1,

C."4"!"-TEXT AGAINST POSSI9LE NEGATIVE FLUX GENERATION******
DC 7C'GN=1,NG
DO 70 RN=1,NR
TEST=SIGTIGN,RN)*DX(RN)/(2*MU(NADH))
IFIASSITESTI ...LT,_1.) GO-TO 7.0
WRITE (61,73) RN

73 FORMAT(IM ,*POSSI3LE NEGATIVE FLUX GENERATION IN

1 REGION #,I3)
70 CONTINUE

C
_.C4i4-4**!D.ISCRETE 1 COORDINATES * *'. ** * * *" **

C
X(1)=0.0
RN=1
DO 76 0 PN=2,NSP



X(PN) =X(PNL1)+0Y(RN)
IF(PN .EQ. CM(RN)) RN=RN.1

761 CONTINUE
r.

C"'"*"*INTIALIZATION"*"*"'"
C

KEFF=1.0
00 80 GN=1,NG
DC 80 I=1,NSP
RP(GNII)=1,0
00 eo J=1,NAD
UX(GN,I,J)=1,1-X(I)/WIDT

80 CCNTINUE
DO 85 GN=1,NG
DO 85 I=1,NADH
J=NPOP1-I
UY(GN,NSP,J)=0.9

35 CCNTINUE
C

C*****SPACIAL INTEGRATION WEIGHTS FOR SOURCE CALCULATIONS""*"
C

DC 51 GN=1,NG
G (GN,1)=0.5*NUSGF(GN,11*DX(1)
NSPL1=NSP-1
RN=1
DO 50 I=2,NSPL1
IF(I CM(RN)) GC TO 55
G (GN,I)=NUSGFIGN,RN)*DX(RN)
GC TO 50

55 CONTINUE
G (GNII)=1.5*NUSGF(GN,RN)*CX(RN)
RN=RN+1
G (GNII)=GIGN,I)+0.5*NUSGF(GN,RN)0X1RN)

51 CONTINUE
G (GhINSP)=0,54NUSGFtGN,NR)*DX(NP)

51 CONTINUE
DO 121 GN=1,NG
DO 121 J=1,NADH
DO 121-RN=1,NR
COEF1(GN,J,RN)=(MU(J)-SIGT(GNIRN)*3X(RN)/2)/(HU(J)+SIGT(GNIRN

1 I'DX(RN)12)
COEF?(GN,J,RN)=(DX(RN)/4)/(SIGT(GN,RN)*DX(RN)/2+MU(J)1

121 CONTINUE
DO 122 GN=1,NG
DC_122 K=1,NADH
J=NADP1-K
00 122 RN=1,NR
CCEF1(GN,J,PN)=(MU(J)+SIGT(GN,RN)*OX(RN)/2)/(MU(J)-SIGT(GN,RN

1 )'OX(RN) /2)
COEF2(GN,J,RN)=(DX(RN)F4)/(SIGTIGN,RN)*DX(RN)/2-MU(J))

-122- -CONTINUE
DC 100 GN=1,NG
DC 100 J=1,NSP
SUM(GNIJ)=0.
DC 100 I=1,NAD
SUM(GN,J)=SUM(GN,J)+W(I)*UX(GN,J,I)

_Aae, CONTINUE-
C
C4********CALCULATION tIF INITIAL SOURCE44**********
C

SOR 1= 0. 1
nn cn rm-4 mr



# is, . a. ,..1 I 41% I 
I-TdOVN=r 

HOVN4I=1 OZI 00 
5N4T=N9 O2T OG 

311NIINUO LITT 
(562T34X26i14 HT)IVWbOd DZI 

(r,N.N9)xn, (02E419)3116M 
OTT 01 00 IONb31I '3N' N33H31)dI 

'2=91S31. (2Sd3 '10' (9dW31/((r' N4NO)Xf1-9dW31))SEIV)31 

02*(002/0Nd:91I)=NO3HOI 
treN$N5)IN00+(r4TdNiN9)X11*(Wr'N5)T3303=t1")0N5)X11 
(r4N6NO)X11=9dW31 

T-N8= t(T1Nd)W0 '03' TdNIAI 
I-N6=T1N8 
I+N=TdN 
1-dSN=N 

TleSN4T=1 OTT 00 
Tdd4=N8 
I-TdOVN=r 

HUVN4T=I OTT 00 
ON4I=N5 CiTT 00 

0 
******************d33MS ObVMN3VE********-*******0 

0 
3nNIIN03 h2T 
3nNI1NO3 521 

(I4N4N9)2J300*((T4I)W1S+(241)1.41S)* 2 
(3d3N/( I41)30SCIN*(NO)IH0+(T4N54I)SOIS)+ T 

- (N4I4N9)TN00=(N6I6N3)TN33 
52T UG 

"C=tN4I4N5)INO0 
r-TdOVN=N 

HOVN4I=r 52T 00 
WINIINO3 aT 
Nb=CMJ 
3fINIIN33 i2I 

(CNer4NO)2J303 *((14I)knSf(1116,1)wns)* 
tdd3N/ION4I)J5SCIN*(N5)IHO+(ON2i4N04I)S9ISI+ I 

(r41`NO) TN00=tr14N9)TN03 
(WN4N0)2A303*((14I)WilS+ITd14I)1411S)* 2 

333N/tNerYi5STIN*(N5)IH0+(N234NS4I)SOIS1+--I 
(N'14N9)TN03=00-14N9ITN00 

5N4T=I UT 00 
'0=t1414N5)IND3 
O=(NlNOFINO3 
r-TdOUN=N 
HOVN4T=r-t2T-00- 

I+N=N ((WANG "03' 1)dI 
I-1=Ill 
T+1=Idl 

dSN'2=1 t2I 00 
T=UNb 

h2I 00 
T+ONei31I=0N2131l 
b'T=91S31 
3INIlh03 L6- 

***********SNOI1V2i311 AG ONINNI5A6***********3 
0,70t483.11 

3fINIIN00 L9 
(I 415) wns*ti 4N) 5+TbOS=T itIOS 

dSN'T=I 09 00 



120 CCNTINUE
C
cw*********44,4,FoRwAR0 swcFp+4******************
C

!)O 131 GN=1,NG
DO 130 J=1,NAOH
RN=1
OC 130 K=2,NSP
KLt=K-1
IFtKL1 .E(1, CM(RN)) RN =RN +1
TEMP6=UX(GN,K,J)
UX(GN1K,J)=COEF1(GN,J,RN)4UX(G4,K11,J)+CON1(GN,K,J)
ICHECK=(ITERN0/200)4200
IFIABS(ITEMP6-UXIGN,K+J))/TEMP6) .GT. EPS2) TEST6=2
IFIICHECK .NE. ITERNO) GO TO 130
WRITE(61,345) K,UX(GN,K,J)

345 FORMAT(1H '13,2)(1E12.6)
131 CCNTINUE

C
C4************ACCELFRATOR4***************
C

00 131 LN=i,NG
DC 131 K=1,NSP
SIMCN,K)=0.0
DC 131 J=1,NAO
SUI(GN,K)=SUR(GN,K)+WIJMX(GN,K,J)

131 CCNTINUE
no 132 GN=1,NG
OC 132 K=1,NSP
RPL1(GN,K)=RP(GNIK)
RP(GNIK)=SUB(GN,K)-SUM(GNIK)

132 CCNTINUF
FIGN=0.0
FIG0=0.0
DO 136 GN=1,NG
DC 136 J=1,NSP
EIGN=EIGN+RP(GN,J)**2
EIGO=EIGOCRP(GN,J)*RPL1(GN,J)

136 CCNTINUE
TEMP2D=EIG
EIG=EIGN/EIGD
TEMP15=ALPHA
ACCEL=1/t1-EIG)
WRITE(61,137) EIG,ACCEL

137 FCRMAT(1H ltEIG=*,E12,E,5X,$ACCEL=*,E12.6)
_IFIITERNO COEPS4(NEPS)1 NEPS= NEPSf1
IF(ABS(IEIG-TEMP21)/FIG) .GT, EPS4(NEPS)) GO TO 401
WRITE (61,410) ITERNO

4111 FORMAT(1H ,*ACCELERATOR. APPLIED AT t,I3,t ITERATIONS*)
ALPHA=ACCEL

401 CCNTINUE
00-138-ON=1,NG
DC 138 K=1,NSP
SUM(GN,K)=SUM(GN,K)+ALPHA4RF(GN,K)

138 CONTINUE
ALPHA=1EMP15

C
C"*"*""CALCULATION OF KEFF***4,4********:**
C

SCR2=0.0
DC 140 GN=1,NG
00 140 I=1,NSP
Sf149=1274nfrds1.71.*StIM(r,N.T)



140 CCNTINUE
TEMP2 =KFFF
KEFF=KEFF*(SOR2/SOPi)
scR1=SOR2

DELK=KEFFTEmP2
ICHFCK=(ITEPNO/5145
IF(ICFECK .NE. ITEPNO) GO TO 190
WRITE(61,150) ITEPNO,KEFF,OELK

150 FORMAT(1H ,2X,tITERNO=2,13,2X1*KEFF=t,F12.9,2XstDELK=t1F12.8)
140 CCNTINUE

AMIAK=ABS(DELK)
IF(TEST6 .E0. 1.0) GO TO 200
GO TO 90

200 CONTINUE
C

C44444444CALCULATION OF FIRST ANGULAR MOMENT OF THE FLUX4****44444
C

00 211 GN=1,NG
00 210 K=1,NSP
SUM(GN,K)=0.0
00 210 I=1,NAD
SUI(GN,K)=SUM(GN,K)+W(I)*UX(GN,K I)

210 CONTINUE
C

C44444444444NOPMALIZATION444444444444444"
C

00 305 GN=1,NG
BIG=SUM(GN,1)
00 30E FN=2,NSP
IF(SUM(GN,PN) .GT. BIG) BIG=SUM(GN,PN)

306 CCNTINUE
DO 307 PN=1,NSP
SUM(GNIPN)=SUM(GN,PNI/BIG

307 CONTINUE
305 CCNTINUE

IF(IHCHOG .EQ. 0) GO TO 310
DO 312 GN=1,NG
00 312 PN=1,NSP
READ(20,314) FLUXG(GNIPN)

314 FORMAT(F13.6)._
312 CONTINUE

00.770 GN=1,NG
DO 770 PN=1,NSP
SUM(GN,PN)=SUM(GN,PN)/FLUXG(GN,PN)

771 CCNTINUE

C
C44444CALCULATION OF GROUP DEPENDENT CELL DISADVANTAGE FACTORS
C AND AVEPAGE CELL LOCAL FLUXES******
C

CM(NR)=CM(NR)+1
.NCCELL=NR/2.
OXM(1)=0X(2)
OXM(2)=0.
DXM (3) =DX(2)
XCELL=2.4WID(1)+WID(2)
DO 720 ON=1,NG
RN=1.
IL=1
IUP=WID(1) /0X(1)+WID(2)/(24 X(2))4-1.01
INCRE=2*(IUP1)
DC 72C J=1,NOCELL
NRN=1



nIstrm=0.
nIsno=n.
DC 73C PN=IL,IUP
IF1PN .NE. CM(RN)) GO TO 735
PNP1=RN+1
NPNP1=NRN+1
O/SADN=DISADN+110XM(NRN)+CXY(NRNP1) )/2)*SUm(GN,PN)
DISADO=DISADO+110X(RN)+0X(RNP1))/2)*SU1(GN,PN)
RN=RNP1
NRN=NRNP1
GC TO 73C

735 CCNTINUE
DISAON=DISADN+SUM(GN,PN)*CXP(NRN)
DISADD=OISAD0 +SUM(GN.P4)40X(RN)

731 CCNTINUE
OISAON=DISADN-(SUM( GNIIL)40XM(1)+SUM(G3,IUP)401M(3))/2
DISADC=DISADD-CSUM( GN,IL)40XM(1)+SUM(GN.IUP)*DXM(3))/2
DISANGN,J)=12*WID(1)*DISAON/WID(2)1/(0ISA00-0TSADN)
SUMAV (GN,J) = DISADO /XCELL
IL=IUP
IUP=IL+INORE

723 CONTINUE

c.4.4.,4444******ouTpuT*****************
C

WRITE(61,721) KEFF
721 FORYAT(iN 9*KEFF=t,F12.6)

WRITE125,7401
741 FCRNAT(//,1H ,*CELL LOCAL FLUXES NORMALIZED TO AVERAGEt)

DC 751 GN=1,NG
WRITE (25,741) GN

741 FORPAT(1H ItGN=0,I3)
IL=1
rUP=WID(1//0X1ii+WID12)/12411X(2))+1.11
INCRE=2*(IUP-1)
00 751 J=1,NOCFLI
WRITE(25,742) J,SUMAV(GN,J),OISAD(GN,J)

742 FORMAT( / /,1H ,tCELL NO.=t1I3,5X1tAVERAGE LOCAL FLUX=4,F12.5

1 ,5X,$DISADVANTAGE FACTOR= #,F12.5)
WRITE125,215)

215 FORPAT(1H .5X,t1t,10X,t2t110X,t3t111X,t4t,t0X,t5t11CXEt,11X,A7t
1 11OXIt1t)
DO 750 PN=ILIIUP
TEMP=SUM(GN,PN)/SUMAV(GN,J)
WRITE 125,743) X (PN) ,TEMP

741_ FORMATI1H 4f12.515X4F12.5)-
DC 752 I=1,NAO
TEMPV(I)=UX(GNIEN,I)/SUMAV(GN,J)

752 CCNTINUE
WRITE(25,230) 1TEMPV(II,I=1,NA0)

231 FCRMAT(1H 03(E9.317X))
750 _CONTINUE

IL=IUP
IUP=IUP+INCRE

751 CCNTINUE
GO TO 315

311 CONTINUE
WRITE1614722) KEFF____

722 FCRMAT(1H ltKEFF=t1F12.6)
00 317 GN=1,NG
00 317 PN=1,NSP
WRITE (20,3111) SUM(GNIPM)



317 CONTINUE
115 r:ONTTNUE

ENT)
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